In Alternating Current Theory and Applications, students focus on characteristics, sources of, and measurements of alternating currents. As students progress, they will see that most systems today contain both direct (DC) and alternating (AC) currents and voltages.

At right, students observe that with the proper values of inductance and capacitance, a simple AM radio can be made from basic materials that will run (operate) without any external source for power. Instructor Greg Simms explains the components to Clark Wicke, center, and Chad Fuller.

“I chose SCTD mainly for the low student-teacher ratio, plus the added benefits such as Plus Fridays and the locked-in tuition. I love new technology so diving into this field will only broaden my horizon for my future goals.”
JAMES WILSON, Computer Engineering Technology

Computer Engineering Technology

“SCTD is close to home, has great faculty assistance, small class sizes, attention-to-detail curriculum. I love that in my first quarter I had hands-on experience and was taking classes pertaining to my major!”
BARRY HARPER, Computer Engineering Technology

“Smaller class sizes and hands-on learning sealed the deal for me. Teachers are easy to talk to about problems during class and are more than willing to help. I love this class. Programming and writing scripts and lisp routines is awesome!”
KERRY RUPE, Architectural CADD (Mechanical CADD later)

“After visiting and researching SCTD, I felt it was just, ‘right for me.’ I enjoy this class. I’ve learned to better visualize an accurate picture on one side of an object presented in 3D or at an obscure angle.”
ROSEMARIE JOHNSON, Architectural CADD

Computer Aided Design Drafting

Introduction to Drafting teaches students about the proper use of drafting tools and instruments. Students learn basic drafting standards needed to produce engineering and architectural drawings.

CADD II - Problem Solving is an advanced CADD course which introduces students to problem-solving techniques, programming language and customization using AutoCAD.

SCTD and Kentucky State University team up and everyone wins!

It began as a simple discussion about sharing resources. The partnership between Sullivan College and Kentucky State University (KSU) has grown with the creative ideas of those involved. The institutions are involved in idea exchanges, opportunities for KSU graphics employees to improve skills by attending SCTD classes, and most recently, in providing real work for SCTD’s Graphics students.

KSU will soon celebrate its 125th anniversary. KSU representatives talked with program chair Craig Niemann, and asked if students might be involved with designing potential logos for the events surrounding the celebration. Mr. Niemann happily accepted the task and gave the assignment to his students in Layout II. Each student submitted at least one design, with some students submitting multiple entries. KSU leaders then selected the logos they wanted to use to represent the college and the 125th anniversary.

Partnership paid off

On Wednesday, September 1, Kentucky State University dignitaries Hinfred Mc-Duffie, VP for Administration, External Relations & Development, William Wilson, VP for Development & Major Gifts, and Felicia Lewis, Assistant to the Vice President/Director of Communications, visited the Layout II class to present the awards.

The third place logo, designed by John Bumpus, earned him a $250 gift certificate for Best Buy, courtesy of KSU, and some excellent material for his portfolio!

The second place logo, designed by Deanna Heuser, earned her a $500 Best Buy gift certificate, provided by KSU, and again, a strong portfolio piece.

Finally, the first place honors for the winning logo went to Kambron Carter. This creative student earned the tuition for one class, amounting to approximately $1,200, once again provided by KSU. KSU has definitely proved to be an outstanding partner, and SCTD looks forward to future collaborations.
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In Print I, students work on creating a cityscape with Adobe Illustrator.

Left, Instructor Diana Mathews watches as Chris Austerman researches images of cities for his class project.

“I want to be a graphic artist and web developer and SCTD is the best place to do that. I love the close relationships with instructors and the one-on-one time. I did not have that at UK.”
JOSEPH PHELPS, Computer Graphic Design & Dynamic Web Development

In Product Design, students learn how to create a prototype product, its packaging and label.

Below, Daniel Pape works on the packaging for his product.
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